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Abstract: Cyberattacks have been rapidly increasing over the years, resulting to big financial losses
to businesses for recovery, regulatory sanctions, as well as collateral damages, such as reputation
and trust. In this respect, the maritime sector, which until now was considered safe due to the lack
of Internet connectivity and the isolated nature of ships in the sea, is showing a 900% increase in
cybersecurity breaches on operational technology as it enters the digital era. Although some research
is being conducted in this area, maritime cybersecurity has not been deeply investigated. Hence, this
paper provides a close investigation of the landscape of cybersecurity in the maritime sector with the
aim of highlighting security problems and challenges. First, it explores the systems available on ships
that could be targeted by attackers, their possible vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit, the
consequences if the system is accessed, and actual incidents. Then, it describes and analyses possible
mitigation actions that can be utilised in advance to prevent such attacks. Finally, several challenges
and open problems are discussed for future research.
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1. Introduction

Academic Editor: Alberto Gotta

Today’s global maritime sector is increasingly reliant on digitalisation, operational
integration, and automation [1,2]. Leading shipbuilders and operators seek to innovate by
utilizing cutting-edge technologies and systems that go beyond traditional designs to create
ships with advanced remote control, communication, and connectivity capabilities [3].
Those capabilities are tested through various autonomous vessel projects. Mayflower
was the first fully autonomous vessel that attempted to cross the Atlantic Ocean by using
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology and the energy from the Sun [4]. The vessel failed in
its first attempt to cross the Atlantic, but it will try to sail across the Atlantic again this year.
The Nippon Foundation will also test the first fully autonomous long-range commercial sail
by February 2022 [5]. Autonomous vessels and modern ships contain a fleet of sensors (e.g.,
radar, LiDAR, high-definition cameras, thermal imaging, sonar, etc.) and many Operational
Technology (OT) systems, which are interconnected with each other to give the ship’s AI a
precise combined image of the surrounding environment [6,7]. Their levels of automation
can progress from fully manned ships to partially operated, remotely operated, partially
autonomous, and fully autonomous unmanned ships [6,8]. The adoption of Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) in the shipping industry is certainly accompanied
by an explosion of cyber risks, with existing risks being increased and new risks being
introduced [9]. Therefore, ensuring the safety and security of an autonomous ship cannot
be ensured, and it is not possible to rely on previous system knowledge [2,3,6]. Instead, it
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necessitates a novel security approach, which considers all of the various systems onboard
and onshore, as well as how they interact [2,3,9,10].
According to the European Directive “EU 2016-679”, cyber-enabled ships are among
the most critical infrastructures that already rely heavily on digital services, while malicious disruption of their operations can lead to financial and environmental damage
or even endanger human safety [7]. Although some research is being conducted in this
area [2,3,6,9,11], maritime cybersecurity has not been deeply investigated. In this paper,
we first identify security issues and threats that the modern shipping industry is facing,
especially those targeting the systems available on ships. Then, we describe possible mitigation actions that can be utilised in advance to prevent such attacks, and finally, we discuss
several challenges and open problems for future research. The remainder of this article is
structured as follows: the next section (Section 2) provides the background of the main systems available on modern and autonomous ships that could be targeted by attackers, while
Section 3 presents the possible vulnerabilities and major security threats of these systems.
Section 4 presents and discusses actual reported incidents in the last few years. Available
security countermeasures and possible mitigation actions are discussed in Section 5, and
finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future research.
2. Background on Ship Automation Systems
Modern and autonomous ships are equipped with a variety of complex automated
systems that have made the sea a much safer place than before [3]. However, some of these
systems are often insecure and vulnerable to attack because they are considered less critical
to security and performance [11]. As shown in Figure 1, these systems include navigation
systems, radio detection and ranging (radar), Automatic Identification Systems (AISs),
communications systems, and control systems for the wide range of electromechanical
systems on board ships, such as the main engine, generators, converter drives, etc. [3,12].
Communication by
satellite, VHF and GMDSS
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Figure 1. Automation systems for modern and autonomous ships [13].

Navigation systems include the Electronic Chart Display and Information System
(ECDIS), the Global Positioning System (GPS), and the Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
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tem (GNSS). GPS and GNSS are crucial enablers for modern and autonomous shipping
worldwide [14]. Satellite positioning can be used in conjunction with other situational
awareness systems that provide relative positioning information for decision-making [11].
The Automatic Identification System (AIS) is a radio broadcasting system that operates
on both ships and shores. It is used for vessel traffic monitoring and assistance and to
notify port and maritime authorities of the ship’s location. It is also very useful for accident
investigation, search and rescue operations, and weather forecasting [11,15]. In fact, the
ability to rely on transmitted data is crucial to maintain situational awareness and avoid
collisions at sea. ECDIS is an integrated electronic navigation system that combines the data
obtained from a number of electronic navigation sensors, such as GPS, radar, and AIS, and
displays it in the form of a graphic image [12]. The International Maritime Organization
(IMO) requires all commercial vessels to have ECDIS, which is typically installed on the
bridge [11]. Radio detection and ranging (radar) is also a crucial system for modern ships
because it provides valuable information about the ship’s surroundings and also detects
physical objects using radio waves, e.g., microwaves in the electromagnetic spectrum [16].
In order to ensure high-speed data transmission rates throughout naval operations,
most modern ships and vessels are equipped with the Maritime Very Small Aperture
Terminal (VSAT), which acts as a ground station for the satellite to transmit and receive
data from the antenna. The transceiver is mounted above the deck to align with the
satellite view, and the control unit is located beneath the deck and serves as the computer’s
interface [17]. VSAT offers a variety of communication and security services such as
ECDIS, AIS, telephone, Internet, cargo handling, wireless integration, crew welfare, and
weather forecasting. The modern shipping industry is also seeing an increase in demand for
automated intelligent video surveillance systems to monitor transport operations, especially
in large storage areas, generators, and large vessels carrying valuable cargo [12].
In addition, shipping and maritime industries are heavily dependent on Shipboard
Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) and IT network systems [3,12]. ICSs help to quickly
collect and aggregate security and operational data from the entire ship’s control and
automation systems. It monitors temperature, pressure, level, viscosity, flow control, speed,
torque, voltage, current, and machinery and equipment status on board in order to maintain
safety and operational reliability and to keep up with an evolving threat landscape [18,19].
The Global Maritime Distress System (GMDSS) [20], propulsion control system [21],
Integrated Bridge Systems (IBSs), machinery management [22], and power control systems [23] are other key features of the automation systems on board a ship that play an
increasingly important role in facilitating the smooth, safe, and efficient operation of the
ship. As the complexity, digitalisation, and automation of systems in the maritime industry
increase, modern ships and vessels are confronted with an increasing number of new
challenges related to the security and data protection of IT systems on board ships [3,6,24].
Recently, several cybercrime cases have been reported in the maritime industry, while others remain unknown as shipowners are not willing to report them for potential reputational
damage [24]. Potential threats to the security and privacy of shipboard IT systems are discussed in the next section, along with actual incidents of cyberattacks against these systems.
Table 1 presents a summary of the main automation systems in modern and autonomous ships and their uses. All these systems represent attack surfaces that malicious
actors can exploit in order to get unauthorized access to the Ship, which is the topic
discussed in the next section.
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Table 1. A summary of the main automation systems in modern and autonomous ships.
Systems

USE

Automatic Identification
System (AIS)

- Vessel traffic monitoring and assistance
- Avoid a collision
- Notify ports and maritime authorities of the ship’s location
- Calculate the distance between the ship and the other ships
- Ensure sea safety by monitoring traffic
- Accident investigation and search and rescue operations

Electronic Chart Display
- Collect and combine data from electronic navigation sensors
Information System (ECDIS) - Shows the position of the ship in real time
GPS and GNSS

- Displays the position of the ship
- Displays the speed
- Displays the route and time

Radar

- Provides information about the ship’s surroundings
- Detection of the position and speed of objects

Global Maritime Distress
System (GMDSS)

- Broadcast the distress messages related to safety issues
- Sending and receiving critical safety alerts

Global Industrial Control
Systems (ICSs)

- Assist in reducing human errors
- Increase resource productivity
- Extend the life of the equipment
- Control and monitor parameters on board a ship

Very Small Aperture
Terminal (VSAT)

- Uses a satellite network to send and receive data
- Offer a variety of communication and security services

Propulsion and machinery
management and power
control systems

- Monitor and regulate onboard machinery
- Monitor and regulate propulsion
- Monitor and regulate steering

Video Surveillance System

- Monitor transport operations in large storage areas
- Monitor transport operations in large vessels

IT Network Systems

- Used for internal/external processes to send, receive, and store data
- Used for crew welfare
- Used for crew personal devices (BYOD)

3. Cyberattacks on the Ship Automation Systems
The extensive utilisation of automation and IT systems in modern ships provides
new opportunities for hackers and malicious actors to implement different cyberattacks
that could lead to catastrophic incidents and cause major safety losses [3,6,24]. Extensive
research efforts have been made by the research community to identify vulnerabilities in
the modern maritime industry [3,6,24–27], and many successful cybercrime cases have been
reported in the last few years [24,25]. According to [24], the main common motivations
for these attacks are to gain remote control over ships and vessels, to steal important and
confidential information that can be used for launching further attacks, or to disrupt the
ship’s operations by corrupting important components and making the automated systems
unavailable. In fact, most of the IT systems in modern ships are insecure and vulnerable
to attack because they are considered less critical to security and performance [6]. In this
section, we investigate cyberattacks on modern and autonomous ships based on the already
hacked automation systems and actual incidents.
3.1. Automatic Identification System
The AIS transponders communicate over the air without any authentication or integrity checks, which allows hackers to use it to spread fake massages [24]. As stated
in [11], software-defined radio is used by attackers to instigate fake “man-in-the-water”
signals, making the ship unnoticed, and transmitting fake weather reports. Trusting
in possibly inaccurate data can lead to poor choices and disastrous results. AIS data
are also freely accessible to the public through websites such as Vessel Finder Limited
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(https://www.vesselfinder.com/) and Marine Traffic [28]. In this context, the IMO criticised the disclosure of information about ships and their itineraries because this information
can be very useful in the event of a targeted attack.
3.2. Global Position System
GPS and navigational technologies, which are actively used in the maritime sector,
are specific goals of various cyberattack that aim to exploit design flaws to destabilise
services that depend on these technologies [29]. Such attacks pose medium to high risks
because, in addition to data and service protocol violations, there is the possibility of
physical damage. Several attacks have been reported that attempted to exploit this set
of technologies [30–32]. For instance, spoofed GPS signals enabled attackers to reroute a
vessel without triggering an alarm or alert from system handling [30]. In a similar incident,
GPS signal jamming in South Korea affected the signal reception of more than 1000 aircraft
and 700 ships for more than a week. Such cyberattacks can be classified as medium to
high difficulty and are the result of the designs and standards of GPS and navigation
systems. According to [33], Satellite Communication Systems (SATCOMs), including those
connecting vessels via the Internet with each other and with the mainland, contain a large
number of vulnerabilities and critical security holes such as devices using unsecured or
even undocumented protocols, factory-set-up accounts, the ability to exploit the password
reset function, and backdoors.
3.3. Global Navigation Satellite System
One of the most interconnected systems is the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS). As a result, autonomous vessels that rely on improved satellite communications to
transmit operational commands and sensor data may be at risk of cyberattacks [34], such
as denial-of-service attacks, package changes, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Furthermore,
low-power satellite signals have a significant technical disadvantage due to simple congestion. As a result, spoofing and jamming are considerable flaws that may represent high-cost
and low-effort attacks [35,36]. Additionally, because many ship systems rely heavily on
satellite position, GNSS failure can lead to the breakdown of other ship systems (e.g., AIS).
Autonomous transportation systems must be capable of communicating with operational
crews from ground crews, allowing cyberattacks to take full control of critical transport
operations, allowing for a broader range of attacks and incentives for intruders [10,15].
3.4. Electronic Chart Display Information System
Security issues related to ECDIS have been deeply investigated in many studies [9,37–40].
In fact, there is a long list of flaws in ECDIS software implementations. The system is
frequently run on old computers, which have no security updates available. The maps are
downloaded from the Internet or manually uploaded via USB to the system, which may
cause a compromise of the system while trying to update the maps. This update medium
can open much room for attack [38]. The authors in [40] investigated ECDIS software and
discovered several security flaws that could allow an attacker to delete or reinstall system
files, as well as inject malicious content. As a result, altered sensor data can be sent to
ECDIS to affect navigation judgements, thereby causing collisions [38,39].
3.5. Very Small Aperture Terminal
With the widespread use of VSAT in the modern maritime industry, some aspects
of the VSAT network, such as the transparent transmission and the openness, need to
be improved to counter security threats, especially unauthorised access and interception
attacks [41]. In 2014, IOActive [42] tested several VSATs from different vendors and concluded that because they used plain text transmission with no authentication, encryption,
security, or verification of personal information, all the tested devices were vulnerable at
the implementation levels. As a result of the weak protection, attackers can send false
signals or malicious code to the device to disable it or compromise the system, preventing
the vessel from safely navigating. As reported in [41,42], AIS aggregators typically provide
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ship location data. The real risk is that VSAT network interfaces can be found on the
Internet using tools such as the Shodan Ship Tracker. This can reveal valuable and sensitive
information such as brand names, product codes, and other data that could be used in
cyberattacks. Standard information is typically available on vendors’ websites, and many
terminals continue to use the same factory settings, including the username and server
password. An attacker can alter the GPS coordinates and settings, as well as download
malicious software if he/she finds an open VSAT interface, and this enables further network
hacking and provides access to critical management systems [43].
3.6. Radio Detection and Ranging
Although radar signals are more difficult to interrupt than satellites, they are still susceptible to interference and DDoS attacks from cyberattacks. In the event of a cyberattack,
radar can provide false information about nearby objects due to false echoes caused by
external radar waves. This incorrect information can cause ship collision accidents.
This incorrect information can cause the ship to collide with an object. It is important to
note that while radar and other frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum are susceptible
to noise-based interference or more advanced spoofing attacks, the mechanisms to achieve
the same effect vary significantly between systems [44].
3.7. Video Surveillance Systems
Video Surveillance Systems (VSSs) play a crucial role in the security and safety of
vessels, cargo, and crew in all types of modern ships [45]. These systems are mainly used for
monitoring and tracking the ship’s critical operations and for protecting against attacks by
terrorists and pirates [45,46]. However, VSSs have been recently found vulnerable to several
cyberattacks, and a number of security issues have arisen [24,46]. For instance, researchers
from Bitdefender found that two models of CCTV cameras, used in modern ships, are
vulnerable to buffer overflow flaws. By exploiting this vulnerability, the researchers were
able to track the activities of the hacked camera and overwrite passwords [46]. Moreover,
this vulnerability can cause a VSS system crash or, worse, create an entry point for other
cyberattacks [46].
3.8. Industrial Control Systems
Most industrial control systems have been designed and programmed in a manner that
is independent of the security requirements, and data are transmitted in plain text [3,12].
Component security should be shared by vendors who maintain secure development structures and operators who configure components in accordance with industry standards
and best practices. Either way, it often assumes the opponent’s fault and takes no action,
exposing many critical flaws for attackers to exploit [47]. Designers and operators of ICSs
must understand the system’s limitations, as well as the weaknesses of their components
and protocols, as these are critical for the vessel’s safety. The ship’s distributed information
technology network allows these control systems to communicate with one another. Continuous communication between the IT network and the website enables remote monitoring,
troubleshooting, and debugging, while also lowering field travel costs and simplifying
data collection and evaluation. One of the major concerns is that operators and engineers
frequently disregard safety for the sake of convenience and efficiency, which can have
far-reaching consequences throughout the whole shipping industry [48]. This conduct is
caused by commercial pressure to save time and circumvent security policies [24,39,48].
3.9. IT Network Systems
Several types of networks are used in the maritime industry for the transmission of
the data gathered and processed by networked information systems. Examples of these
technologies include SHIPNET, SAFENET, C3I system, RICE 10, SHIP system 2000, Smart
Ship, and TSCE [24]. These technologies have many security vulnerabilities because the
design and configuration of communication links between IT networks pay little attention
to authentication and encryption methods, resulting in potentially vulnerable and outdated
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systems being available on the Internet. Actually, shipboard information technology
systems are frequently linked to onshore facilities, increasing the risk of systematic and
continual threats [49]. Financial pressures, legal requirements, and remote monitoring and
management requirements increase the need for IT systems and network connectivity in
the modern shipping industry; however, these systems will increase the size of the attack
surface that security teams must defend [3,12,46] and create additional points of access that
hackers could use to enter the ship’s system. Therefore, vulnerabilities in these automated
systems should be investigated carefully. Further, critical control networks must be isolated
from the ship’s IT and Internet networks in a secure area.
Moreover, the human factor becomes even more challenging with the complex interconnected ecosystem in the maritime sector. Therefore, a lack of a cybersecurity culture
may be beneficial to any attacker that wants to gain access to a vessel and its systems,
steal actual information, or disrupt the vessel’s operations. Table 2 summarises the main
vulnerabilities of modern and autonomous ship systems and their consequences.
Table 2. A summary of the main vulnerabilities of modern ship systems and their consequences.
Systems

Vulnerabilities

Consequences

Automatic
Identification
System (AIS)

- Signal interference
- False information sharing
- Malware
- Spoofing
- No encryption
- Signal jamming

- Ship hijacking
- Destruction of data
- Theft of valuable data

- Obsolete OSs
- Insecure update mediums

- Loss of communication with the NS
- Hijacking of a ship
- Sensitive data theft
- Compromising computers and OSs

GNSS and GPS

- Jamming attacks
- Weak signal strength
- Interference
- Spoofing attacks
- DoS/DDoS attacks
- Packet modification

- Ship hijacking
- Problems with the NS
- GPS signal false information
- Disrupt vessel operation
- Delays in services

Radar

- Jamming attacks
- Spoofing attacks
- DoS/DDoS attacks

- Loss of communication with the NS
- Loss of lives and cargo
- Delays in cargo management

Global Maritime
Distress System
(GMDSS)

- Malware
- Spoofing attacks
- DoS/DDoS attacks

- Wrong position of the ship
- Further attacks on ECDIS

Industrial Control
Systems (ICSs)

- Inadequate ACM
- No support for integrity check
- Information exposure
- Poor patch management
- Hardware failures
- Improper security configuration
- Lack of network segmentation
- Weak password policies
- Lack of firewalls
- Lack of encryption
- Weak remote access policies
- Weak USB policy
- Lack of training for SOS

- Ship hijacking
- Unavailability of the ICS
- Data leakage
- Physical damage to facilities
- Interference with safety systems
- Unplanned shutdowns
- Damage to equipment

Electronic Chart
Display
Information
System (ECDIS)
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Table 2. Cont.
Systems

Vulnerabilities

Consequences

- Malware attack
- DoS/DDoS attacks
- Smuggling
- Stealing
- Manipulation attacks

- Ship hijacking
- Diversion of the ship
- PS could be interrupted
- Ship damage
- Financial damage
- Disclosure of sensitive data

Very Small
Aperture Terminal
(VSAT)

- Fake signals
- Malware attack
- Stealing

- Theft of sensitive data
- Upload of malware
- Change of GPS coordinates

IT network
systems

- Poor access control
- DoS/DDoS attacks
- Weak password policies
- Malware attacks
- Poor patch management
- Improper security configuration
- Poor security documentation
- Lack of network segmentation
- Lack of firewalls
- Lack of encryption
- Weak remote access policies
- Weak USB policy
- Lack of training for SOS

- Upload malware
- Unauthorised physical access
- Unauthorised logical access
- Loss of confidential documents
- Financial damage
- Theft of sensitive data
- Reputation damage

Propulsion and
machinery
management
and power
control systems

OS: Operating System. NS: Navigational System. ACM: Access Control Management. SOS: Secure Operations of
the System. PS: Propulsion System.

4. Cyberattack Cases from the Maritime Transport Sector
Increased automation and artificial intelligence appear to be opening up new avenues
for cyberattacks against the shipping industry, which has experienced serious cybersecurity
incidents in recent years [24,49,50]. The technology needed to “spoof” a vessel is not
expensive and us becoming easier to find and download online. Spoofing incidents have
already been reported in the Black Sea, where a number of ships reported anomalies with
their GPS-derived position and found themselves apparently located at an airport [51]. In
the same area as the incident above, a ship was also exposed to GPS spoofing. The ship
was at sea, but the geolocation system onboard claimed that the ship was on land [33].
Moreover, ship collisions and sea accidents due to the malfunction of navigation systems
have been observed many times [52–54]. In May 2017, a spoofing attack led to a collision
between a U.S. Navy ship and a South Korean fishing boat [53]. In February 2017, an 8250
Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) vessel was completely hacked in route from Cyprus to
Djibouti [54]. For about 10 h, the attacker took over the ship’s navigation system and the
captain was helpless to do anything to put the ship back into operation. In a previous GPS
jamming attack, more than 280 vessels were reported by South Korea to have experienced
navigational system issues; the GPS signal was jammed by hackers, causing some GPS
signals to die and others to receive incorrect data [55]. When GPS fails to function properly,
there is a very high risk of a disaster with catastrophic consequences for the crew, the ship,
and the environment.
In a recent incident [56], the onboard control system network of a U.S. vessel was
infected with malware. This network is usually used to update electronic charts, manage
cargo data, and communicate with shore-side facilities. The FBI reported that the lack of
security strategies on the vessel was the main reason for such an attack, which caused
critical credential mining of the vessel’s control systems. In another similar incident, hackers
remotely compromised the onboard computers of a U.S. Navy contractor, stealing massive
amounts of highly sensitive data (614 GB) [57]. In recent years, the shipping industry has
become an attractive target for ransomware attacks due to a perceived lack of investment
in cybersecurity and the potential for significant operational disruptions [33]. In 2020,
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two ships were infected by the ransomware Hermes 2.1 via the AZORult trojan. The
infection came as a macro-enabled Word document attached to an email, and multiple
workstations on the administrative networks were affected [33,58]. In 2021, multiple Greek
shipping companies were hit by a ransomware attack that spread through the systems
of an IT consulting firm [58]. This incident showed the reality of IT supply chain risk
for shipowners, shipmanagers, and the shipping industry, where a large number of them
were affected by the hack. A few days later, one vessel was hijacked and up to six others
reported the loss of steering control in the Gulf of Oman. These incidents were considered
as “cyberpiracy” [59]. In another cyber incident, a newly built dry bulk ship was delayed
from sailing for several days because its ECDIS was infected by an unknown virus. The
source and means of infection, in this case, remain unknown [60]. According to [60], the
delay in sailing and costs in repairs totalled hundreds of thousands of dollars (USD).
The IT systems of ports have also had a burst of associated cyber incidents that
affected the maritime infrastructure. The most frequent types of attacks are phishing,
malware, social engineering, brute force, and denial of service. In March 2020, the port of
Marseilles was hit with the “Mespinoza/Pysa” ransomware. In this incident, the maritime
infrastructures were affected by the attack due to their interconnection with information
systems in Aix-Marseille-Provence, which was the main target of the attack [61]. In another
large-scale incident, the port system of Maersk fell victim to a major cyberattack caused
by the “NotPetya” malware, which also affected many other shipping companies globally.
Maersk’s ships are still at sea, and its 76 port terminals around the world have stopped [62].
This incident was followed in 2020 by a serious ransomware attack on the shipping company
CMA CGM SA, which impacted some servers on its network and prevented customers from
having external access to the company’s IT applications and booking systems [63]. This
year, the Port of Houston was the target of an attack that involved a password management
program that contained a formerly unknown vulnerability. The hackers exploited that to
install malicious code that granted access to the networks, which they used to exfiltrate
login credentials needed to control network access [64]. Luckily, the hack attempt was
successfully defended, and “no system was impacted”. All these incidents confirm that
modern cyberattacks go beyond manipulating navigation or tampering with cargo; they can
disrupt local and global supply chains and even put the lives of the crew or passengers on
board the ship at risk. Table 3 presents examples of recent cyber incidents in the maritime
transport sector.
Table 3. Examples of recent cyber incidents in the maritime transport sector.
Year Incident

Consequences

2016
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2019
2020
2020
2021
2022

280 vessels were affected
Hijack of the vessel for 10 h
U.S. Navy ship collided with a boat
Deviation of 20 ships to an airport
Stealing sensitive data
Manipulation of the ship position
Affected shipping infrastructures
Delay in the ship sailing
Critical credential mining
Infection of the whole network
Maritime infrastructures infected
All their files were encrypted
Gain access to the port network

GPS jamming attack in South Korea [54]
Cyberattack against the navigation system [54]
Cyberattack against the navigation system [53]
GPS spoofing attack against ships in the Black Sea [51]
Remotely compromising onboard computers [57]
GPS spoofing attack [33]
NotPetya malware attack [62]
ECDIS was infected by a virus [60]
Malware attack targeted a U.S. vessel [56]
Ransomware Hermes 2.1. attack on 2 ships [33]
Ransomware attack “Mespinoza/Pysa” [33,61]
Ransomware attack on shipping companies [58]
Installation of malicious code [57]

5. Security and Safety Countermeasures
Modern and autonomous ships have become ripe targets for high-profile cyberattacks
due to the increasing usage of digital technologies. Therefore, several countermeasures and
in-depth defence strategies should be adopted in order to build resilience to external and internal security threats [65,66]. The first is to create a continuous monitoring system that can
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provide real-time situation awareness of the ship’s security health status [65,67,68]. In this
context, blockchain technology has been proposed to improve autonomous vessels’ control
security in many studies [65,69–71]. The main feature of blockchain technology, including
traceability, transparency, auditability, immutability, and decentralisation, is proposed to
enable secure communication and secure storage of the data exchanged between vessels
and the shore control centre. The utilisation of this technology will eliminate some critical
security threats for ship communication, such as losing data, data changing by malicious
actors, or data hijacking [71]. According to [70], blockchain technology will play a major
role in identification and certification, ensuring data integrity and information security in
the future of the maritime industry and autonomous vessels.
Since all ship systems are interconnected, only one compromised system can allow
attacks to access all other systems, from the water treatment system to the engine management system. Therefore, the design of the IT and OT systems themselves can be a
valuable asset to defend from certain attacks as well [65]. According to [72], one mechanism
that could increase navigational safety is the Navigation Message Authentication (NMA)
system, which is designed to prevent spoofing and to provide increased safety. An NMA
scheme would include authentication messages in the navigation message stream, authenticating the source, while also protecting the navigation data’s cryptographic integrity [73].
The receiver can detect intruders trying to generate or modify navigation data. An attacker
cannot simulate an authentication message because he/she does not have the key required
to generate the authentication message. Considering the dangers of the ECDIS failure, the
IMO outlined the need for backup arrangements on board vessels. Because these backups
do not provide the full functionality of ECDIS, they should be used in conjunction with
current paper charts. Many reputable shipping companies choose to install a second ECDIS
on board to reduce the risk of ECDIS failure [74].
Given the vast amounts of data that ships tend to generate, efficient authentication
and access control mechanisms would be preferable in most circumstances [65,67,68]. The
shipping community must implement a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for the electronic
trust system to function; this is because the PKI will allow users and systems to validate
the legitimacy of certificate-holding entities, while also securely exchanging information
among them. Many PKIs are already in operation, with the majority being established on a
commercial basis by private entities. A shipping PKI with the IMO as the top trusted entity
(“root Certificate Authority (CA0”) and flag states directly underneath can be set up [75].
Flag states have the authority to issue new keys and certificates to coastal state authorities,
ships flying their flag, recognised organisations, ports, and others who require an internationally available public key certificate. Certificates can also be issued to ship owners or
other organisations that play important roles in the international shipping community for
secured communication and sharing of digital information [76]. The study in [77] indicated
that based on spatial correlation, an antenna array structure is used to detect and mitigate
spoofing signals. This method can detect interfering signals, and array calibration is not
required or any array orientation information. This technique is capable of effectively
distinguishing spoofing attacks that use a single transmit antenna. Furthermore, because
all spoofing signals share the same propagation channel properties, their performance is
unaffected by multipath propagation. Since it requires the use of multiple antenna branches,
this procedure increases the hardware complication of the GPS receiver, because it must
acquire and track both spoofing and authentic signals to distinguish spoofing PRNs; this
method increases the computational density of the GPS receiver.
In addition, third-party access to systems, such as remote access solution providers, can
be problematic because it is difficult to determine the security posture of these organisations
and their networks are not typically included in security assessments. This should be
performed in a manner that is confirmed by an entity actually present on the vessel.
It is important to evaluate each of these factors to reduce the likelihood of a security
vulnerability that could allow an attacker to access a ship’s system or traverse the network
without obstruction [33]. One of the first steps in mitigating a potential attack is to be aware
of the vulnerabilities, which are essentially a niche in the network. However, integrating a
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comprehensive security plan into the ship’s network systems provides the most effective
way to prepare for the worst and know how to get back. To achieve this, a comprehensive
risk assessment should be carried out, and this will assist in the development of a robust
cybersecurity risk strategy.
In the maritime security policies, the human factor plays a significant role within an
organisation, as this can be the weakest link, but on the other hand, the first defence in the
cyber chain [33,78,79]. Under this prism, the human factor becomes even more challenging
with a complex interconnected ecosystem such as the one that exists in the maritime sector.
Ships, ports, and third-parties are often operating with rotating crews with different levels
of cybersecurity understanding, who may not be fully familiar with the safe operation of the
related systems and established cyber hygiene practices. A lack of a cybersecurity culture
may be beneficial to any attacker that wants to gain access to a vessel and its systems,
steal actual information, or disrupt the vessel’s operations. Hence, there is a critical need
in the maritime industry to enhance the level of awareness and understanding related
to the actual cyber risks. The most effective way to achieve this is with the promotion
of a cybersecurity culture that, among others, includes cybersecurity awareness training,
education, and certification for the relevant parts of the vessel’s operation (crew, thirdparties, ports, operators) [60].
Finally, collaborative defence systems that implicate multiple stakeholders are being
explored [16,80]. These defence systems can participate in the identification and mitigation
of potential cyberattacks at multiple levels. Detection and countermeasures taken for an
attack on a single vessel can be communicated to other autonomous vessels in the fleet.
Table 4 presents possible countermeasures and mitigation actions that can help to build
resilience to external and internal security threats.
Table 4. A summary of possible mitigation actions.
Systems

Mitigation Actions

Automatic
Identification
System (AIS)

- All AIS information should be verified
- Encryption of the VHF signals
- Integrity of broadcast information should be monitored to ensure that position and identity are correct.
- Equipment that broadcasts AIS signals should be secured, and unauthorised access should not be possible
- Local navigation warnings should be considered if false AIS signals are being broadcast

Electronic Chart
Display Information
System (ECDIS)

- ECDIS developers should look to adopt security development lifecycles
- Regular documentation, monitoring, and patching of the ECDIS framework
- ECDIS chart update should be monitored and registered, especially manual updates via CD or USB disc
- All upgrade files should be scanned with antivirus software
- The internal network to which ECDIS is linked should be examined to see whether the ECDIS system
can be fully isolated or firewalled
- Only approved staff should have physical access to ECDIS and its underlying components

GNSS and GPS

- Device identification and authentication
- Cryptographic protection
- Protection of information at rest

Radar

- Device identification and authentication
- Cryptographic protection
- Information system backup

Global Maritime
Distress System
(GMDSS)

- Cryptographic protection.
- Device identification and authentication
- Protection of information at rest
- Physical access control
- Contingency plan
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Table 4. Cont.
Systems

Industrial Control
Systems (ICSs)

Mitigation Actions
- Use cryptography or other protected methods to shield passwords from unauthorised interception
- To keep control systems safe, implement configuration management and patch management controls
- As far as possible, communications between security zones should be guarded
- Ensure that all Internet-connected ICS devices are protected and that passwords are updated regularly
- ICS network administrators should use network segmentation and firewall rules that block access to
file-sharing ports
- Protect password files adequately by making hashed passwords more difficult to obtain
- System administrators should enforce strong passwords
- Use concrete remote access policy
- Audit remote access and related changes
- Block unnecessary USB ports
- Ensure cybersecurity awareness training has been conducted for all users

Propulsion and machinery - Information system backup
management and power - Denial of service protection
- Monitoring physical access
control systems
Very Small
Aperture Terminal
(VSAT)

- Encrypted communication systems should be considered
- The service provider’s cyber defence mechanisms should be carefully considered, but they should not be
relied on solely to protect every shipboard device and data
- Authentication and access control management should be strictly complied with
- Protection of information at rest

IT network
systems

- Information system backup
- Authentication and access control
- Segmentation of crew vs. business functions
- Ensure threat protection mechanisms
- Promote configuration/patch/update management system
- Ensure BYOD policy is in place
- Ensure cybersecurity awareness training has been conducted for all users

Human factor

- Promote a cybersecurity culture within the organisation
- Create relationships with the members of the operation chain
- Ensure cyber awareness training has been conducted
- Evaluate training effectiveness with cybersecurity drills
- Promote cyber hygiene within the operation parties

6. Conclusions
Although the maritime industry faces broadly the same cybersecurity challenges as
other sectors, it is becoming increasingly apparent that it fits the profile of critical infrastructure being targeted by cybercriminals, and it also faces risks that might be considered
unique to the nature of this industry. For instance, a successful cyberattack could shut
down a ship, disclose valuable information, disable the vessel’s AIS, and/or create false or
misleading AIS reports facilitating cyberpiracy and criminal, terrorist, or even state actors.
This paper reviewed the current security threats and vulnerabilities in the modern shipping industry. In this context, various types of cyberattacks, these ships could face, were
discussed along with real-world incidents. From the numerous reported cyber incidents
and their consequences, there is clear evidence that every ship, vessel, or even port is at
risk of cyberattacks if key information systems are not adequately protected. Therefore,
IT and OT systems in modern ships should be prepared with enhanced security measures
due to their great vulnerability to cyber threats. In this paper, we discussed some possible
countermeasures that can mitigate potential cyberattacks and make the shipping industry
a hard target, such as the implementation of a new security standard that reduces the
number and scope of cyberattacks. However, many security challenges remain unresolved,
especially with the increasing use of autonomous and semi-autonomous vessels.
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